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Abstract
This paper presents an extension of the Predictive Runtime Verification (PRV) paradigm 
to consider multiple models of the System Under Analysis (SUA). We call this extension 
Multi-Model PRV. Typically, PRV attempts to predict the satisfaction or violation of a 
property based on a trace and a (single) formal model of the SUA. However, contempo-
rary node- or component-based systems (e.g. robotic systems) may benefit from monitor-
ing based on a model of each component. We show how a Multi-Model PRV approach can 
be applied in either a centralised or a compositional way (where the property is composi-
tional), as best suits the SUA. Crucially, our approach is formalism-agnostic. We demon-
strate our approach using an illustrative example of a Mars Curiosity rover simulation and 
evaluate our contribution via a prototype implementation.
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1 Introduction

Runtime Verification (RV) [8, 9, 23] is a formal technique for verifying the runtime behav-
iour of software systems. Figure 1a illustrates a RV monitor, which consumes a trace (a 
sequence of events) from the system being monitored, and concludes whether the trace sat-
isfies or violates a property of interest. One or more monitor(s) can be used to analyse sys-
tem traces, and properties of interest are usually expressed in a formal modelling language 
such as Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) [5, 8, 16].

In PRV [39], the monitor attempts to predict the satisfaction or violation of the property 
being monitored. If the monitor predicts the property’s violation, then the system may be 
able to recover from the failure or even prevent the violation in advance. Conversely, if the 
monitor predicts the property’s satisfaction, then the monitor can be removed to reduce 
CPU and memory overheads. Figure 1b illustrates a predictive approach, as an extension of 
standard RV (Fig. 1a). The system is described by a model, � , which can be used to predict 
future continuations of a generated trace. To generate a verdict, a predictive runtime moni-
tor takes both the property, � , to be verified and the model, � , of the system as input.

Previous approaches to PRV have represented the SUA using a single model [31, 39]. 
However, when the SUA is composed of multiple components—which may be written in 
heterogeneous languages or paradigms – it may be difficult to define a single and complete 
representation of the system. For example, for a robotic system, we might be interested in 
checking that when a sensor perception is received, then a particular action is executed. 
These events may belong to different components (and therefore different models) but all 
of the events must be taken into account in order to accurately predict the verdict. In sce-
narios like this, we may have (formal or non-formal) descriptions of some or all of the 
system components. Our approach works in a bottom-up fashion to make use of these mod-
els of individual components of the SUA, rather than assuming a monolithic model of the 
entire system. Thus, we seek to answer the following research question:

RQ: How can a predictive monitor be applied when the SUA is composed of multiple 
components, and each component is described by its own model?
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(a) The monitor checks whether a trace, σ,
satisfies or violates property ϕ.
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(b) An extension of Fig. 1a, the monitor
uses a model, ψ, to predict future continu-
ations of the trace, σ.

Fig. 1  The standard (left) and predictive (right) RV approaches
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We consider two styles of PRV: compositional and centralised. If the monitored property 
concerns several components and it can be split into sub-properties with each only concern-
ing one component, then we use a compositional approach: one monitor for each component, 
sub-property, and model. This is similar to replicating Single-Model RV [31] across several 
models. However, if the monitored property cannot be split in this way, then we show how a 
centralised approach can be utilised.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the prerequisite 
definitions of single- and multi-model PRV that are used throughout the paper. In Sect. 3 we 
describe the steps that are required to move from single-model to multi-model PRV. Sec-
tion 4 introduces our two contributions to multi-model PRV; the centralised and compositional 
approaches. Section 5 demonstrates the theory, using RV for the Mars Curiosity rover as an 
illustrative example. In Sect. 6 we evaluate our contribution. Specifically, in Sect. 6.1 we pre-
sent an overview of the prototype tool developed for this work, and in Sect. 6.2 we report the 
results of the experiments obtained by applying our tool to the Mars Curiosity example. Sec-
tion 7 discusses related work and, finally, Sect. 8 concludes with a brief summary and outlines 
future research directions.

2  Preliminaries

This section introduces the notation and basic definitions used throughout the paper. Our 
approach is formalism-agnostic with respect to the models and properties meaning that it is 
not tied to any specific language or logic for the model and/or to specify properties. In prac-
tice, implementations of our approach will rely on formalisms selected by the monitors’ devel-
opers, and these will need to respect particular conditions that we introduce later. These con-
ditions are satisfied by many common formalisms, such as LTL and Finite-State Automata 
(FSA).

A system is denoted by S , and its alphabet (all of its observable events) is denoted by ΣS (or 
Σ where there is no confusion). Given an alphabet, Σ , then a trace, � , is a sequence of events in 
Σ , and tr(Σ) is the set of all possible traces (the language) over Σ.

Properties are denoted by � , potentially subscripted for clarity, and � denotes their nega-
tion. Given an alphabet Σ , we denote the alphabet of a property � by Σ𝜑 ⊆ Σ . Given an alpha-
bet, Σ , a property, � , is satisfied by a trace, � , over Σ , written 𝜎 ⊧ 𝜑 , if and only if � belongs to 
the language of traces determined by � . Thus, a property denotes a set of traces. For instance, 
if the chosen formalism is LTL, then the notion of satisfaction of a formula, i.e. 𝜎 ⊧ 𝜑 , is 
obtained by applying the semantics of LTL over traces [32]; if the formalism is FSA, then 
𝜎 ⊧ 𝜑 is obtained by checking whether � corresponds to a path from an initial state to a final 
state in the automaton [24], and so on. The set [[𝜑]] = {𝜎 ∣ 𝜎 ⊧ 𝜑} contains the set of traces 
satisfying � , and we denote that a particular trace � satisfies a property � as � ∈ [[�]].

A property, � , can be specified in any formalism such that for a given alphabet Σ , and for 
any trace, � ∈ tr(Σ) , the following two conditions hold:

Condition (1) states that, given a property, � , specified in a chosen formalism, we can 
always assess whether a trace, � , satisfies � , i.e. � belongs to the set of traces satisfying � . 
This condition is mandatory since a monitor is defined upon the notion of trace acceptance. 

(1)� ∈ [[�]] is decidable

(2)� ∈ [[�]] ⟺ � ∉ [[�]]
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As we will show in Definition 1, a monitor must check if a trace satisfies the property under 
analysis, and this can be achieved only when condition (1) holds. Condition (2) states that 
a trace � , satisfies a property, � , if, and only if, � does not satisfy its negation � . The nega-
tion of properties will be used in Definition 2 to define monitors with a predictive flavour, 
where we will combine a model, � , with the negation of a property, � , to check for traces 
satisfying � but not �.

Definition 1 (Monitor) Let S be a system with alphabet Σ , and � be a property. Then, a 
monitor for � is a function Mon� ∶ tr(Σ) → �4 , where �4 = {⊤,⊥, ?⊤, ?⊥}:

where ∙ is the standard trace concatenation operator.

In Definition 1, a monitor can be intuitively understood to be a function that, given 
a trace ( � ), returns a verdict (either ⊤ , ⊥ , ?⊤ , or ?⊥ ). If all continuations of � satisfy � , 
then the monitor returns ⊤ . If all possible continuations of � violate � , then the monitor 
return  ⊥ . If  � satisfies � , but there exists at least one continuation which does not, then 
the monitor returns  ?⊤ (read as “possibly true”). And if  � does not satisfy � , but there 
exists at least one continuation that does, then the monitor returns  ?⊥ (read as “possibly 
false”).

Remark 1 Even though our contribution is general and formalism-agnostic, to help the 
reader understand better how a monitor works, we linger a bit longer on its description. 
According to [7], a monitor concludes ⊤ , when it has observed enough information from 
the system to declare the satisfaction of the property under evaluation ( � ). This means 
that no matter what the system does in the future, what it has done in the past is more 
than enough to conclude satisfaction. Symmetrically, a monitor concludes ⊥ , when it has 
observed enough information from the system to declare that the property under evaluation 
( � ) has been violated. Again, this means that no matter what the system does in the future, 
what the system has done in the past is more than enough to conclude the violation.

The two inconclusive verdicts ( ?⊤ and ?⊥ ) are returned when a final verdict cannot be 
determined over the currently observed trace � . These mean that the monitor has observed 
a trace � that might satisfy � , but that does not contain enough information to guarantee it 
will always do so. Thus, the monitor concludes ?⊤ if, up to now the system seems to behave 
correctly ( � does satisfies � ), but in the future it could still do something that would violate 
the property � . Symmetrically, ?⊥ is concluded where the currently observed trace � is vio-
lating � , but it is still possible that in the future the system will satisfy �.

For Definition 1 we implicitly assume that the chosen formalism describes both finite 
and infinite traces of events. This can be observed in the third and fourth case of Defini-
tion 1, where the trace � is finite. In the case of a formalism only accepting infinite traces, 
the definition of a monitor is obtained by merging the third and fourth cases, returning 
a single but less informative outcome (i.e., ? ). In this paper, we consider the more chal-
lenging scenario, when the formalism accepts both finite and infinite traces. However, the 
obtained results can also be ported to scenarios only considering infinite traces.

Mon𝜑(𝜎) =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

⊤ ∀u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑]]

⊥ ∀u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑]]

?⊤ 𝜎 ∈ [[𝜑]] ∧ ∃u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑]]

?⊥ 𝜎 ∉ [[𝜑]] ∧ ∃u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑]]
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Definition 1 describes a generic monitor that does not impose constraints on the for-
malism used. Consequently, we collapse the definition of tr(Σ) for representing finite and 
infinite traces depending on what is supported by the formalism that is used to define 
� . Thus, if the formalism used to define � supports only traces of infinite length, then 
tr(Σ) = Σ� ; if the formalism supports only traces of finite length, then tr(Σ) = Σ∗ ; other-
wise, tr(Σ) = Σ∗ ∪ Σ�.

Example 1 (LTL Monitor) Let � = ◻p be an LTL property, and Σ = {p, q} be the alphabet 
of the system under analysis. In natural language, the property is read: “p is always true”. 
If we consider the semantics of � according to standard LTL semantics [32], we obtain: 
[[�]] = {p�} (where p� denotes an infinite trace of p). Now, according to Definition 1, we 
define a monitor as a function Mon� ∶ Σ�

→ �4 . Note that, since LTL semantics is defined 
on infinite traces only, we have that tr(Σ) = Σ� . Let us consider the finite trace � = p ∙ p ∙ p 
as an example. When we apply Mon� to � , we obtain1 ? (i.e., Mon�(�) = ? ). This is due 
to the fact that there exist continuations u ∈ Σ� of � that both satisfy � (such as the infi-
nite trace u = p� ) and that violate � (such as the infinite trace u = q ∙ p� ). Intuitively, this 
means that the monitor cannot conclude anything about the satisfaction or violation of � 
because there might still be future events that would change the monitor’s outcome.

Let us consider instead another finite trace � = p ∙ p ∙ q as an example. In this case, 
when we apply Mon� to � , we obtain ⊥ (i.e., Mon𝜑(𝜎) = ⊥ ). This is due to the fact that, as 
specified in Definition 1, the monitor concludes the violation of � by knowing that all pos-
sible continuations u ∈ Σ� violate � . In fact, by observing q as third event in � , we already 
know � cannot be satisfied by the system ( � requires p to be observed at each step in the 
trace). In the case of � = p ∙ p ∙ q , because there is no infinite continuation ( u ∈ Σ� ) that 
can satisfy the specification ( 𝜎 ∙ u ⊧ 𝜑 ) the monitor can safely conclude that � has been 
violated. This verdict is final, indeed, no future event will ever change the outcome.

Let S be a system with alphabet Σ . We denote its model by � , and use [[𝜓]] ⊆ tr(Σ) to 
indicate the set of traces recognised by � . A model, � , can be specified in any formalism 
such that for a given alphabet, Σ , for any trace, � ∈ tr(Σ) , and for any property, � , the fol-
lowing holds:

We denote (4) via the use of a binary relation ⊗ , that is, [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] = [[𝜑]] ∩ [[𝜓]].
Often, PRV frameworks express their properties in LTL (for example [28, 39]); how-

ever, we took our inspiration from a PRV framework where both the SUA and property 
are defined using Timed Automata (TA) [31]. The reason is that in works such as [28, 39], 
the predictive aspect is not formalised through a model of the system, but as a set of finite 
suffixes. These suffixes are then concatenated to the given trace, � , allowing the monitor 
to predict the initial part of the possible continuations, u . Instead, in our work, as in [31], 
we explicitly represent the model without focusing only on the first events after � , but by 
applying the prediction to the entire possible continuation. This can be obtained by using 

(3)� ∈ [[�]] is decidable

(4)[[�]] ∩ [[�]] is computable

1 We remind the reader that in case of tr(Σ) = Σ� , the two inconclusive outcomes ?⊤ and ?⊥ are merged into 
a single inconclusive and less informative ?.
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a model of the system as input to the monitor, alongside the property to be verified. Infor-
mally, the model generates the set of event traces that can be observed by executing the 
system. We follow the definition of a predictive monitor from [31], however, in this paper 
we remain formalism-agnostic.

Definition 2 (Predictive Monitor) Let S be a system with alphabet Σ , model � and let � 
be a property. A predictive monitor for � given � is a function, Mon

�,�
∶ tr(Σ) → �5 , 

where �5 = {⊤,⊥, ?⊤, ?⊥, ?}:

The intuitive meaning of the return values is the same as in the non-predictive case 
(Definition 1). However, the introduction of the model requires the addition of the incon-
clusive value, ? , to cover the case when � does not belong to the model in question. Note 
the use of ⊗ in the definition. For instance, the case for ⊤ requires that all traces � ∙ u are 
not in [[�]] ∩ [[�]] where � represents the negation of � . Definition  2, like Definition  1, 
assumes the most expressive kind of formalism, where both finite and infinite traces of 
events are considered. Nonetheless, Definition 2 can be straightforwardly modified to con-
sider only infinite traces, by collapsing the last three cases into a single ? case.

To help the reader to better understand how this works, we again linger longer on its 
definition. Specifically, in the case of a predictive monitor we do not only have a property 
to verify � , but a model of the system under analysis � , as well. The model of the system 
is used by the predictive monitor to reduce the number of possible continuations of a given 
trace � . Since a monitor can conclude a final verdict (such as ⊤ or ⊥ ) only when it is certain 
the system will never in the future produce anything to change its mind; without knowing 
how the system behaves (which is what happens in the standard scenario), the monitor 
has to consider any possible continuation. In fact, the monitor only stops when it knows 
that the property � is certainly satisfied or violated. For a predictive monitor, the presence 
of a model of the system helps the monitor to constrain the future continuations to only 
those that are realistically observable. Thanks to this, the predictive monitor is capable of 
concluding a final verdict in advance of its standard counterpart. This is simply due to the 
fact that the standard monitor could consider a continuation that the system would never 
produce (that is, a continuation that is not in the model), but that satisfies or violates the 
property � . This could be a continuation that would stop the monitor from concluding a 
final verdict (the first two cases in Definition 2).

Example 2 (Predictive Monitor) Let � be the same LTL property used in Exam-
ple  1 (i.e. � = ◻p ), with Σ = {p, q} the alphabet of the system under analysis. Let 
� = (p ∧○p) → ◻p be the model of the system, also expressed as an LTL property2. 
In natural language, the model says: “if the first two observed events are p, then the sys-
tem will always do p” (where ○ is the LTL next operator). The semantics of the model 

Mon
𝜑,𝜓

(𝜎) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

⊤ ∀u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]]

⊥ ∀u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]]

?⊤ 𝜎 ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] ∧∃u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]]

?⊥ 𝜎 ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] ∧∃u∈tr(Σ).𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]]

? otherwise

2 Note that, the formalisms used to describe properties and models can be different in general.
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corresponds to [[�]] = {q ∙ {p, q}�, p ∙ q ∙ {p, q}�, p�} . Differently from Example  1, the 
presence of the model � helps reduce the traces to consider as possible continuations of 
a given finite trace � . Consider, as in Example 1, the finite trace � = p ∙ p ∙ p . The stand-
ard monitor would conclude ? ( Mon�(�) = ? ); because after observing p three times, we 
do not have any assurance of the satisfaction or violation of � (we might keep observ-
ing p forever or a q could arrive and violate � ). However, the predictive monitor (Defi-
nition 2) Mon

�,�
 has access to additional information about the system. In fact, accord-

ing to Definition  2, we cannot find any continuation ( u ∈ Σ� ) that is in the intersection 
of the negation of the property and the model ( 𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] ). This is determined by 
the fact that [[�]] = {p∗ ∙ q ∙ {p, q}�} , and [[�]] = {q ∙ {p, q}�, p ∙ q ∙ {p, q}�, p�} . Thus, 
[[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] = {p ∙ q ∙ {p, q}𝜔, q ∙ {p, q}𝜔} . And, consequently, when � = p ∙ p ∙ p , we cannot 
find any u ∈ Σ� such that 𝜎 ∙ u ∈ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] and we obtain Mon

𝜑,𝜓
(𝜎) = ⊤ ; since no trace 

containing two initial p is contained into [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]].

The above definitions (Definitions 1 and 2) take into consideration the case where a sys-
tem is represented by a single model.

Definition 3 (Multi-model) Let  S be a system composed of a set of compo-
nents C = {C1,… , Cn} and alphabet ΣS = Σ1 ∪… ∪ Σn where Σi is the alphabet of the com-
ponent Ci . Then a multi-model, ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , of S is a pair where Ψ = {�1,… ,�n} is the set of 
models of the components in C , and A ∶ C → Ψ is a bijective function associating each 
component with its model in Ψ.

Where we only have a single model � , we can consider this a special case of a multi-
model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , where C = {C}.

In the remainder of the paper, components’ alphabets Σi are assumed to be disjoint. 
Given a multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , A−1 indicates the inverse of the bijective function A.

3  Engineering multi‑model predictive RV

This section describes the process to port a given single-model predictive monitor to a 
multi-model predictive monitor for a component-based system. When RV is applied to 
component-based systems, there might be issues concerning the ordering of event traces 
that are produced by distinct system components. As remarked in [22], in the absence of 
a global clock, composing two remote3 traces produced by two separate components does 
not necessarily yield a total ordering among the composite trace, but instead gives a partial 
ordering. As we focus on the difficulties associated with applying RV using multiple mod-
els for prediction, in this paper we only consider systems with a shared global clock. The 
presence of a global clock simplifies the monitor definition, because it allows monitors to 
assume the existence of a total ordering over the local traces.

In this section, we describe how to extract the set of models to predict the events for a 
given property, and how to combine multiple models into a single-model.

3 Traces that are generated by distributed components.
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3.1  Contextualising a property

We begin by identifying to which component(s) a given property refers. In some cases the 
property could refer to the entire system, or it might refer to a specific subset of compo-
nents. It is important to understand, first, which component(s) the corresponding monitor 
must watch; and second, which model(s) are required to predict the events deriving from 
the components of interest.

To identify which models are required to monitor a given property, we define a spe-
cific function (Definition 4) to extract these models, whose domain is the set of properties 
Φ =

⋃
Ci∈C

ΦCi
 where ΦCi

 is the set of properties defined over the alphabet of the compo-
nent Ci ∈ C . Here, Φ denotes the collection of properties that can be defined for all compo-
nents in S.

Definition 4 (Contextualise Function) Let  S be a system with components 
C = {C1,… , Cn} , alphabet  Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
 , and a multi-model  ⟨Ψ,A⟩ . Then 

�⟨Ψ,A⟩ ∶ Φ → ℙ(Ψ) is the contextualise function, which given a property � with alpha-
bet Σ� , returns the minimal set of models Ψ� = {�i1

,… ,�im
} with Ψ� ⊆ Ψ such that 

∀Ci∈C.(ΣCi
∩ Σ� ≠ � ⟹ A(Ci) ∈ Ψ�).

The resulting set of models returned by �⟨Ψ,A⟩ is minimal because, as mentioned in 
Sect. 2, the alphabets of the components are disjoint. Since an event can be produced by 
only one component in S , only the events that are relevant for checking the property’s sat-
isfaction are considered. If we consider a proper subset of the models returned by �⟨Ψ,A⟩ , 
we can always find an event that is relevant for the property, but its model is not in the set.

Once we have extracted the context for a property, we know which models can be used 
to predict future events. That is, given the multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ of S , we know that � returns 
the smallest subset of Ψ needed to predict future events.

Observation 1 (Contextualisation of the negation) It is important to note that the contex-
tualisation of a property and its negation are the same. This can be seen intuitively by the 
fact that Definition 4 is based on the alphabet Σ� of the property � , and it follows directly 
that Σ� = Σ� . Thus, passing the negation of the property (i.e., ¬� ) as input to the contextu-
alise function would produce the same result.

3.2  Combining multiple models

After obtaining the above set of models, we use them to construct the predictive monitor. 
The predictive monitor requires a property to verify, � , (which we already have) and a sin-
gle model, � , to be used to predict future events (which we do not yet have). Thus, we must 
construct � based on what we know about the multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩.

When we combine multiple models into a global model, we need to refer to traces 
belonging to both the single models and to the global model. In order to simplify our pres-
entation, we present a notion of trace projection, which we will later use to define the com-
bination of models.

Definition 5 (Projection) Let S be a system with components C = {C1,… , Cn} and alpha-
bet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
 . Then �C� ∶ tr(Σ) → tr(ΣC

� ) is the projection of a trace over the lan-
guage of C′ ⊆ C , which is recursively defined as follows.
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where � is the empty trace, and ∙ is the standard concatenation operator.

For readability, when the set of components contains only one element, i.e. C = {Ci} , we 
write �Ci (�) , meaning that we project the trace, � , on the single component, Ci.

Definition 6 (Combination function) Let S be a system and ⟨Ψ,A⟩ its multi-model. Then 
� ∶ ℙ(Ψ) → Ψ is the combination function which given a set of models Ψ� ⊆ Ψ , returns a 
model �c representing their combination, such that:

Note that (1) requires �c to not produce global traces which cannot be observed by the 
combination of the models, and (2) requires �c to recognise all of the global traces deriving 
from the composition of the local traces recognised by the models.

The combination function, � , abstracts the notion of interleaving of models. Figure 2 
and Fig. 3 illustrate a small example that we use to demonstrate this similarity. For simplic-
ity, we use Büchi Automata (BA) to describe the models. This choice helps us to describe 
the function, but it does not limit the theory presented. For instance, other formalisms used 

(1) �C� (�) = �

(2) �C� (ev ∙ �) = ev ∙ �C� (�) if ev ∈ ΣC
�

(3) �C� (ev ∙ �) = �C� (�) otherwise

(1) ∀�∈[[�c]]
.∀�i∈Ψ

� .(A
−1(�i) = Ci ⟹ �Ci (�) ∈ [[�i]])

(2) ∀�i∈Ψ
� .∀�∈[[�i]]

.∃��∈[[�c]]
.(A−1(�i) = Ci ⟹ �Ci (�

�) = �)

Fig. 2  Two models, � and � ′ , 
captured as Büchi Automata
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Fig. 3  The corresponding Büchi Automaton representing the combination of � and � ′ , namely �c
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in the RV scenario could be used, such as Trace Expressions [2], Timed Automata [1], 
FSA, and so on. Naturally, even though the theory behind Definition 6 would not change 
(the requirements (1) and (2) would still be necessary), the instantiation of how to obtain 
the combination of models would depend on the formalism of choice. For instance, in case 
of Timed Automata4, the combination function could be obtained by a standard paral-
lel composition; while in case of Trace Expressions, the combination function could be 
obtained by using the corresponding built-in interleaving operator.

Given a system, S , which is composed of two components, C and C′ , with alphabets 
Σ = {a, b} , and Σ� = {c, d, e} , respectively, let ⟨Ψ,A⟩ be the multi-model of S , such that 
Ψ = {� ,� �} (Fig. 2), and A(�) = C , A(� �) = C

� . We define the � function to create the 
global model �c such that conditions (1) and (2) in Definition 6 hold. Since our models 
are BA, � can be obtained through a standard parallel composition of automata, which is a 
more relaxed version of product of automata where for moving among states in the prod-
uct it is enough to have the transition enabled in one of the two automata5. The resulting 
automaton’s behaviour (Fig. 3) is an interleaving of the two automata. In Fig. 3, we show 
all of the states generated in the process. As is standard in the product of BA, the states in 
�c are labeled 1 and 2 (hexagons in Fig. 3), and �c must ensure that the visit to final states 
occurs infinitely often.

Lemma 1 (Over-approximation of � ) Let S be a system, � its single model, and ⟨Ψ,A⟩ its 
multi-model. Then, [[𝜓]] ⊆ [[𝜒(Ψ)]].

Proof The lemma follows directly from Definition 6. Since � abstracts the notion of inter-
leaving of models, it always returns an over-approximation of S ; where no constraint on 
the order amongst the different models is enforced. Thus, if a single model of the system 
� actually existed, then it would always be at least as restrictive as the combined model 
returned by � .   ◻

4  Multi‑model predictive RV

Now that we have formally presented the function to contextualise a property, � , and the 
function to combine multiple models, {�1,… ,�n} into one, �c , we can demonstrate how to 
use these functions to adapt the single-model predictive monitoring approach to use mul-
tiple models. We assume that the models of the SUA have been constructed during earlier 
phases of development, although they could be built specifically for RV.

Definition 7 (Multi-Model Predictive Monitor) Let  S be a system with components 
C = {C1,… , Cn} , alphabet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
 , multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , and let � be a property. 

A multi-model predictive monitor for � given ⟨Ψ,A⟩ is a function, 
Mon

�,⟨Ψ,A⟩ ∶ tr(Σ�) → �5 , where �5 = {⊤,⊥, ?⊤, ?⊥, ?} , and Σ� =
⋃

�i∈�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�)
ΣA

−1(�i)
 , and is 

defined as follows:

5 In the standard product of automata, a transition has to be enabled in both automata, since the product 
denotes the intersection of the two languages.

4 In such case, there would be a different notion of traces w.r.t. what we present here, but the general idea 
of how to use such traces to predict future continuations would be the same.
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The functions, �⟨Ψ,A⟩ and � , enable us to define a multi-model predictive monitor on 
top of a single-model monitor. Our approach provides a general definition and requires 
minimal constraints, thus allowing existing implementations of predictive monitors to 
be reused.

For a given property, we extract the context (the models necessary for predicting a 
verdict for the property), and then we create a single model by merging the models. This 
enables us to use a standard predictive monitor that expects a single-model as input, as 
described by Definition 7.

This approach considers the monitored property, � , to be a single global specification 
which refers to the system, S , as a whole. However, S is composed of distinct compo-
nents. Consequently, we expect the property to refer to different parts of the system, 
so there might be cases where the property can be checked by multiple monitors, each 
focusing only on a part of the property that concerns only a subset of the components. 
Such parallelism could improve monitoring performance and better exploit the intrinsic 
distribution of the system. However, it would also complicate prediction. Since each 
monitor would check only a subset of the system, it would need the corresponding sub-
set of the models to predict future events.

Theorem 1 (Soundness) Let S be a system with components C = {C1,… , Cn}, and alpha-
bet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
. Let � be its single model, and let ⟨Ψ,A⟩ be its multi-model. Then, 

for any property � the following implications hold:

Proof The theorem follows from Definition 7 and Lemma 1. By Definition 7, we know that 
Mon

�,⟨Ψ,A⟩(�) = Mon
�,�(�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�))

(�) , and by Lemma 1, we know that � generates an over-
approximation of � . Thus, the resulting monitor Mon

�,⟨Ψ,A⟩ has access to a model which is 
at most as restrictive as � (i.e., [[𝜓]] ⊆ [[𝜒(𝜅⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜑))]] ). Let us prove (1), and (2) can be 
proved analogously. By Definition 2, Mon

𝜑,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜎) = ⊤ if, and only if, for all possible con-
tinuations u ∈ tr(Σ) we have 𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜒(𝜅⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜑))]] . Since [[𝜓]] ⊆ [[𝜒(𝜅⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜑))]] , it 
follows that 𝜎 ∙ u ∉ [[𝜑⊗ 𝜓]] . Thus, Mon

𝜑,𝜓
(𝜎) = ⊤ .   ◻

Observation 2 (No completeness) The opposite direction of the implications in Theo-
rem  1 does not hold. This can be observed by the fact that the over-approximation can 
denote more traces than needed (since all possible interleaving of the components are con-
sidered). Thus, it is possible that although predictive monitor using this over-approxima-
tion does not conclude a final outcome ( ⊤ or ⊥ ) this is because of the presence of continu-
ations belonging to the over-approximation (satisfying and violating � ), but not belonging 
to the actual model �.

From Theorem  1, we know that a multi-model predictive monitor generated using 
Definition  7 preserves its results with respect to a standard, single-model monitor. If 
the multi-model predictive monitor returns a final outcome, then we are assured that the 
system actually satisfies or violates the property (in the current run �).

Mon
�,⟨Ψ,A⟩(�) = Mon

�,�(�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�))
(�)

(1) ∀𝜎∈tr(Σ).Mon
𝜑,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜎) = ⊤ ⇒ Mon

𝜑,𝜓
(𝜎) = ⊤

(2) ∀𝜎∈tr(Σ).Mon
𝜑,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜎) = ⊥ ⇒ Mon

𝜑,𝜓
(𝜎) = ⊥
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In the next section we describe how, using the notion introduced previously, we can 
define a general and modular approach for using a multi-model to predict future events in 
an heterogeneous environment where multiple monitors are used.

4.1  Compositional properties

So far we have focused on a centralised approach where, given a property and a (multi-)
model, a single predictive monitor is used. In the remainder of this paper we describe a 
compositional approach that uses several monitors to predict the satisfaction or violation 
of a complex property. One benefit of this approach is that it can enable a monitor to ter-
minate earlier. This section shows how properties can be split (if certain compositional 
requirements are met) to allow the generated sub-properties to be verified independently.

Once properties are split into sub-properties they can be verified separately, alongside 
the subset of the system models that correspond to the components to which each sub-
property refers. This reduces the number of possible continuations that have to checked, 
which can enable the predictive monitor to terminate earlier than a non-predictive monitor. 
If the monitor can conclude that the (sub-)property has been violated, then this could lead 
to swifter mitigation. If the monitor can conclude that the (sub-)property has been satisfied, 
then it can be terminated to save memory and CPU time.

We assume that the same formalism is used to specify the properties of different com-
ponents, and that this formalism contains binary operators, which are used to build com-
plex properties from simpler sub-properties. In this scenario, it is natural to think that the 
verdicts of different monitors, monitoring sub-properties, can be aggregated into a single 
verdict for the more complex property. This idea, however, does not translate immedi-
ately into practice as not all sub-properties can be monitored independently. This problem 
can be partly circumvented by partitioning the operators into those which are commuta-
tive (implying independence) and those which are not. Naturally, there might be operators 
which can be derived from other operators, in these cases, we extend the notion of com-
mutativity to include operators which are not commutative per se, but that can be derived 
using commutative operators. An example is the implication operator ( ⟹ ), which is not 
commutative, indeed A ⟹ B is not the same as B ⟹ A , but can be derived using the 
disjunction operator ( ∨ ) as ¬A ∨ B (resp., ¬B ∨ A ), which is commutative.

Formally, let ⋄ be the set of binary operators of the formalism, then ⋄c ⊆ ⋄ denotes the 
set of commutative operators, and ⋄nc = ⋄ ⧵ ⋄c denotes the set of non-commutative ones. 
We say that a property �1 ⋄1 �2 is compositional if ⋄1 ∈ ⋄c , and non-compositional oth-
erwise. If a property is compositional, then different monitors can be used for the differ-
ent components (sub-properties). For example, the property (�1 ⋄1 �2) ⋄2 �3 where ⋄1 ∈ ⋄c 
and ⋄2 ∈ ⋄nc is not compositional and requires a single monitor, but the same property 
where ⋄2 ∈ ⋄c and ⋄1 ∈ ⋄nc , can be monitored using two monitors (one for �1 ⋄1 �2 and 
one for �3 ). Naturally, here we are assuming that ⋄1 cannot be distributed over ⋄2 , and vice 
versa. If that was the case, then in the first example, even though ⋄2 ∈ ⋄nc , we could still 
distribute it over ⋄1 ∈ ⋄c obtaining (�1 ⋄2 �3) ⋄1 (�2 ⋄2 �3) . Thus producing a composi-
tional property with two sub-properties. As a last step, we define how the results of differ-
ent monitors can be aggregated into a single verdict in Definition 8.

Definition 8 (Composition Setting) Let S be a system with components C = {C1,… , Cn} , 
alphabet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
 , multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , and let ⋄c be the set of commutative 

binary operators over properties. ST = {⟨⋄1, ◦1⟩,… , ⟨⋄n, ◦n⟩} is a composition setting 
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where ⋄i ∈ ⋄c , and each ◦i ∶ �5 × �5 → �5 is an aggregation function such that the follow-
ing hold:

where C
1

s
= {A−1(𝜓) � 𝜓 ∈ (𝜅⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜑1

))}, C2
s
= {A−1(𝜓) � 𝜓 ∈ (𝜅⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜑2

))},X ∈ {?, ?⊤, ?⊥},

Y ∈ {⊤,⊥} and Z ∈ {⊤,⊥, ?⊤, ?⊥, ?}.

Definition  8 presents the notion of a composition setting, which is a set of tuples 
⟨⋄, ◦⟩ , where each ⋄ operator is commutative and the two requirements hold. The first 
requirement states the relation between ⋄ and its counterpart ◦ . Hence, to verify a com-
posed property �i ⋄ �j we can verify �i and �j separately, and then we aggregate the 
results obtained from the verification with the corresponding ◦ operator. The second 
requirement is more complicated, as it concerns the finality of the outcomes obtained 
through the compose operator ( ⋄ ). This second requirement states that, if a final out-
come ( ⊤ or ⊥ ) can be concluded by combining an inconclusive verdict (such as ?⊤ , ?⊥ , or 
? ) with another possible verdict (any verdict in �5 ), then the same outcome can be con-
cluded by replacing the inconclusive verdict with a final one. In brief, if a final outcome 
can be concluded with less information (inconclusive verdict), then it can definitely be 
concluded with more information (final verdict). This is also related to the finality of the 
verdict; once a final outcome is obtained, it should never change in the future (only the 
inconclusive verdicts can change, and eventually become final verdicts).

For example, consider the commutative Boolean operators ∧ and ∨ . The composition 
setting ST = {⟨∧, ◦∧⟩ , ⟨∨, ◦∨⟩} assigns functions to ∧ and ∨ that could be defined as in 
Table 1.

On the left, we have a possible aggregation function for the ∧ operator; while on the 
right, a possible aggregation for the ∨ operator. Except for the standard cases ( ⊤ and ⊥ ), 
the other cases represent a possible aggregation of the Boolean verdicts. Specifically, all 
the cases involving ?⊤ , ?⊥ , or ? can be defined differently depending on the context.

It is important to note that the choices made in Table 1 are subjective (but preserve 
the second requirement of Definition 8), and for different scenarios we can have differ-
ent definitions for the same commutative operators. For instance, ?⊤◦∧?⊥ is mapped to 
?⊥ , because we decided to give more importance to negative results for the ◦∧ operator. 

(1) ∀𝜎∈tr(Σ).∀⟨⋄i,◦i⟩∈ST.
Mon

𝜑1⋄i𝜑2,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜎) = Mon
𝜑1,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜋C1s (𝜎))◦iMon

𝜑2,⟨Ψ,A⟩(𝜋C2s (𝜎))
(2) ∀⟨⋄i,◦i⟩∈ST.(X◦iY = ⊤) ⇒ (Z◦iY = ⊤)(resp., for⊥)

Table 1  One possible 
composition setting for 
conjunction and disjunction

◦∧ ⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ? ◦∨ ⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ?

⊤ ⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ? ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤

⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ?

?⊤ ?⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ? ?⊤ ⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤

?⊥ ?⊥ ⊥ ?⊥ ?⊥ ?⊥ ?⊥ ⊤ ?⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ?

? ? ⊥ ? ?⊥ ? ? ⊤ ? ?⊤ ? ?
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Nonetheless, we might as well define ◦∧ to map ?⊤◦∧?⊥ to ?⊤ , if the scenario would gain 
from a more optimistic approach.

4.2  Compositional multi‑model predictive monitor

Using the composition setting (Definition 8), we know which operators ( ⋄ ) can be used 
to guide the property decomposition into multiple monitors and how we can aggre-
gate ( ◦ ) their corresponding verdicts. The derived composition monitor, presented in 
Definition 9, shows how such a compositional evaluation of properties can be obtained 
using the same assumptions and engineering steps required by the centralised approach 
(Definition 7).

Definition 9 (Composition Monitor) Let S be a system with components C = {C1,… , Cn} , 
alphabet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
 , and multi-model ⟨Ψ,A⟩ . Let � be a property and ST  a com-

position setting. Then, a composition monitor is a function CoMon� ∶ tr(Σ) → �5 , and is 
defined as follows: 

1. if � = �i ⋄ �j and ⟨⋄, ◦⟩ ∈ ST  , then 

 where Ci
s
= {A−1(�) � � ∈ (�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�i))} and C

j
s
= {A−1(�) � � ∈ (�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�j))}

2. otherwise, 

Theorem  2 Let  S be a system with components C = {C1,… , Cn}, and alpha-
bet Σ = ΣC1

∪… ∪ ΣCn
. Let � be its single model, let ⟨Ψ,A⟩ be its multi-model, and let ST  

be a composition setting. Then, for any property � the following implications hold:

Proof The proof is by induction over the compositional structure of �.
Base case: Let us consider the case where � is non-compositional. By Definition 9, the 

composition monitor is defined as CoMon�(�) = Mon
�,⟨Ψ,A⟩(�) . Hence, the base case fol-

lows by Theorem 1.
Induction step: Let � = �i ⋄ �j such that CoMon�i

(�Ci
s
(�)) = Y  with Y ∈ {⊤,⊥} . By IH, 

it follows that Mon
�i,�

(�Ci
s
(�)) = Y  . By Definition  9, we have 

CoMon�i⋄�j
(�) = CoMon�i

(�Ci
s
(�))◦CoMon�j

(�
C
j
s
(�)) By Definition 8, it follows that both 

CoMon�i⋄�j
(�) = Y  and Mon

�i⋄�j,�
(�) = Y  . Therefore,

with Y = {⊤,⊥} .   ◻

Observation 3 For Composition Monitors, the opposite implications of the ones pre-
sented in Theorem 2 do not hold (similarly to Multi-Model Predictive Monitors). This can 

CoMon�i⋄�j
(�) = CoMon�i

(�Ci
s
(�)) ◦ CoMon�j

(�Cj
s
(�))

CoMon�(�) = Mon
�,⟨Ψ,A⟩(�)

(1) ∀𝜎∈tr(Σ).CoMon𝜑(𝜎) = ⊤ ⇒ Mon
𝜑,𝜓

(𝜎) = ⊤

(2) ∀𝜎∈tr(Σ).CoMon𝜑(𝜎) = ⊥ ⇒ Mon
𝜑,𝜓

(𝜎) = ⊥

CoMon�i⋄�j
(�) = Y ⇒ Mon

�i⋄�j ,�
(�) = Y
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be observed by the fact that the over-approximation generated in the leaves of the com-
posed property can denote more traces than needed (w.r.t. the precise single-model repre-
sentation � ). Because of this, it may be that the composition monitor using over-approxi-
mation cannot conclude a final verdict, while the corresponding single-model version can.

A composition monitor is essentially a relay, which is used to aggregate and propa-
gate the verdicts of predictive monitors. In particular, it extracts the composed proper-
ties from the structure of � . This definition is based on the observation that a composi-
tional operator stops being compositional when nested inside a non-compositional one. 
As long as we encounter properties composed of only compositional operators (case 1) 
we can decompose the monitor evaluation; when we encounter a non-composed prop-
erty (case 2) then we stop, and revert to the multi-model definition.

Using these composition monitors we obtain compositional and predictive RV; 
where, starting from a composed property, we can generate a set of monitors to propa-
gate and evaluate the different sub-properties. We assume the presence of a global trace, 
� , which can be propagated from the top-level composition monitors down to the pre-
dictive monitors. From a practical perspective, this implies the use of an entity which 
gathers the information from the components and creates a global trace. Since we 
are dealing with systems that have a global clock, such an entity should be relatively 
straightforward to obtain.

Figure 4 illustrates how the composition monitors work. Here, we have a property, 
� , to verify, which is the composition of two sub-properties, �1 and �2 which, in turn, 
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Composition
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Composition
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Fig. 4  Composition monitor example for property � = �
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∧ �
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 , with �

1
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3
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4
 and �

2
= �

5
∨ �

6
 . 

Here, for each �i , we have that �(�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�i)) = �i and A−1(�i) = Ci
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are the composition of the sub-properties �3 with �4 , and �5 with �6 , respectively. 
This composition is obtained using the composition setting ST  presented previously, 
with which we can create conjunctions and disjunctions of our properties. The verdicts 
obtained by the evaluation of the leaf properties (the non-composed ones), are propa-
gated bottom-up from the predictive, to the composition monitors. Each composition 
monitor applies the corresponding aggregation function according to the composition 
settings, ST  , to generate the verdict to propagate. This process goes up to the root com-
position monitor, corresponding in this scenario to CoMon�1∧�2

 , which will propagate 
the result to the end user.

Thanks to the composition setting, we are able to split the verification of a property, 
� , across multiple monitors. Rather than the centralised version presented at the begin-
ning of Sect. 4, the composition approach does not require all of the models to be com-
bined, which can be both expensive to compute and require a non-negligible amount of 
memory. Naturally, with the assumption of getting smaller sets of models when apply-
ing the contextualise function (Definition 4) on the sub-properties. Otherwise, the result 
of the composition monitor is still sound, but there might not be any gain in the verifica-
tion process; since the verification of sub-properties would probably not be concluded in 
advance of a centralised monitor. Even though this is not relevant from a more theoreti-
cal perspective, it might have practical implications. Thus, at the implementation level, 
one could check whether the contextualise function returns smaller subsets of models 
(or not). If it does not, the composition approach could be skipped, since it would not 
bring any improvement over the centralised approach.

AgentEnvironment Interface

Arm Mast Wheels

Simulation
Environment

Fig. 5  Modular architecture of the Curiosity rover where arrows indicate data flow between distinct system 
components

o A B C Windy Radiation

Fig. 6  The Curiosity begins at the origin, o, and then visits the waypoints A, B and C in whichever order 
is safe. We indicate waypoints with high levels of wind (grey) and radiation (yellow). (Color figure online)
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5  Example: Mars Curiosity rover

In this section, we present an illustrative example of a simulation of the Mars Curios-
ity rover, which is an autonomous robotic system for Martian surface activities that was 
previously modelled in [10]. This simulation is implemented as a system of modules as 
shown in Fig. 5. This particular system is composed of: an Environment Interface that 
processes and sends input from sensors to an Agent which is responsible for decision 
making and instructs the Arm, Mast and Wheels. The output is sent to the Simulation 
Environment.

5.1  Overview

The Curiosity carries out an inspection mission where it autonomously patrols particular 
waypoints on a given topological map of an area on Mars. The Curiosity starts at the origin 
waypoint, o, and from here, the rover must patrol three other waypoints (A, B, and C).

The Curiosity autonomously navigates between the waypoints in the following order: 
( o → A → B → C → A → … ), as shown in Fig.  6. However, if one of the waypoints is 
experiencing high levels of radiation then the rover should skip it until the radiation has 
reduced to a safe level. For data collection, the mast and arm should be open but it is unsafe 
to do so in windy conditions.

It is important to apply robust verification techniques to systems composed of multi-
ple sub-systems, in order to improve confidence that the system is trustworthy. Particularly 
when these systems are to be deployed in safety- and/or mission-critical domains. Using 
RV here is useful because we can add one or more monitors while the system is running to 
check that it is behaving as expected. This is achieved by formalising the properties that the 
system has to preserve during its execution.

ready

left

right

forward

backward

set turning rad 1

set turning rad -1
set wheels speed

stop

stop

set wheels speed 0

wait

act failure

act successs0

s1 s2 s3
s4

s5 s6

s7

Fig. 7  BA model of the Wheels, �wheels . Once it is “ready” it begins to execute the actions that it receives
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5.2  Applying our approach

Following the engineering steps presented in the previous sections, we demonstrate how 
to apply an existing single-model predictive monitor to the Curiosity example, when we 
do not have a single model of the system but rather a collection of models, one for each 
component. The steps 1-4 below represent the engineering steps (Sect. 3) that are required, 
while steps 5(a) and 5(b) show how to instantiate the centralised and composition monitors 
respectively (Sect. 4).

Step 1: Formalising the models. Now we must choose a formalism to represent the mod-
els of the set of components, C . We have chosen to represent the models as BA and so 
Figs. 7 and 8 depict the BA for the Wheels and Agent components, respectively. Intuitively, 
Fig. 7 describes how the wheels component of the rover works. It starts by producing the 
event ready, meaning that the wheels component is ready to receive instructions Then, 
we find different possibilities: the wheels can be asked to turn forward , backward , left , 
or right . Depending on the instruction that was received, some additional command may 
be required (like set_turning_rad , to change the direction of the wheels to left or right). 
After that, the speed of the turning wheels is set, making them move at a certain fixed rate. 
Finally, the wheels stop (by setting the speed to zero), and the process may restart.

The same reasoning as above also goes for Fig. 8, which defines the agent controlling 
the robot. Here, we also have events concerning the state of the agent, as well actions con-
cerning the movement of the rover. Distinctly from Fig. 7, here the sequence of actions 
executed by the agent are checked, and in each step the agent controls the outcome of the 
performed action. After the sequence of different actions (which correspond to the rover’s 
mission) has been completed, the agent may start again with the same patrolling mission.

We chose BA because they satisfy our restrictions (Sect. 2). In particular, given a BA, 
� , we can: (1) check if a trace, � , belongs to � , i.e. � ∈ [[�]] and, (2) the ⊗ operator exists, 
and can be obtained in two steps by first translating � into its equivalent BA, B� , (see [36]), 
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Fig. 8  BA model of the Agent �agent . Once it receives “ready” it sends the action commands to be executed 
to the Wheels 
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and then by taking the product with the model, i.e. 𝜑⊗ 𝜓 = B𝜑 × 𝜓 (standard product of 
BA).

Considering the rover, with its components and models (Figs. 7 and 8), we now define 
its corresponding multi-model as ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , where Ψ = {�wheel,�agent} , A(Wheels) = �wheels 
and A(Agent) = �agent.

Next, we formalise the properties that we wish to monitor.
Step 2: Formalising the properties. We use LTL as the formalism for specifying the 

properties because it complies with the restrictions imposed by our approach (Sect.  2). 
Specifically, given an LTL property, � , we can: (1) decide whether a trace, � , satisfies � i.e. 
𝜎 ⊧ 𝜑 and, (2) construct its negation, �.

In the context of our example, we are interested in specifying properties about the com-
ponents of the rover, such as its Wheels, Arm, Mast and Agent. For brevity, we focus on 
the Wheels and the Agent. In particular, we require that after the Agent sends an action to 
the Wheels component then the wheels will not stop before turning left (i.e. set the turning 
radius to 1). We do not expect this property to be satisfied by each rover execution, but it 
allows us to demonstrate how the models can help to predict the monitor’s final outcome. 
We formalise this property in LTL, using the standard “until” operator ( U ), as:

where action ∈ {forward, left, right, backward} . This property refers to the Wheels and so 
only the model of the Wheels is required for monitoring.

The rover’s high-level decision making is carried out in a single component, the Agent, 
which decides on the actions to be executed. Each action is then sent to the respective com-
ponent for execution. An appropriate property to verify about the Agent is:

where ◻ is LTL’s standard “globally” operator. This property specifies that each action 
requested by the agent between waypoint A and B never fails. Also in this case, the prop-
erty only refers to the Agent so only the model of the Agent component is required.

Next, in order to use the properties and the models to create the predictive monitors, we 
must define the �⟨Ψ,A⟩ and � functions.

Step 3: Defining the contextualise function. The �⟨Ψ,A⟩ function (Definition 4) is straight-
forward; given a property, � , it extracts the set of events involved in the property (denoted 
Σ� ), and returns the set of models Ψ� ⊆ Ψ such that if ∃!𝜓∈Ψ.Σ𝜑 ⊆ Σ𝜓 , then Ψ� = {�} ; oth-
erwise, Ψ� = {�i | Σ�i

∩ Σ� ≠ �} . Where “ ∃! ” is read as “exists exactly one”. With respect 
to the above Curiosity properties, we have that:

Step 4: Defining the combination function. The � function (Definition 6) in the context of 
BA composition has already been presented in Fig. 3. In automata theory, the combination 
of automata is often referred to as parallel composition.

Step 5(a): Instantiating a centralised multi-model monitor. Now that we have completed 
all of the engineering steps outlined in Sect. 3, we have all that we need to port an exist-
ing single-model predictive monitor into a multi-model scenario. Since we decided to use 
LTL and BA, we first instantiate the definition of single-model monitor. Due to the restric-
tions that we have imposed on the formalism, we know that such an instantiation exists. In 
our specific scenario, an instantiation of a single-model predictive monitor Mon

�,�
 (Defi-

nition 2) for LTL properties using BA as models can be derived from [39]. We follow the 

�1 = (action ⟹ (¬stop) U set_turning_rad_1)

�2 = (◻(move_to_A ⟹ (¬action_fail) U move_to_B))

�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�1) = {�wheels}and�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�2) = {�agent}
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work on constructing Runtime Verification Linear Temporal Logic (RV-LTL) monitors in 
[7] to distinguish between the ? and {?⊤, ?⊥} outcomes.

An example of a property that concerns more than one model at the same time is the 
composition �3 = �1 ∧ �2 , which is derived from the composition of the two properties 
that were described above, for the Wheels and Agent respectively. Intuitively, �3 says that, 
after the Agent sends an action to the Wheels component, the wheels will not stop before 
turning left, and all of the actions sent by the agent between waypoints A and B never fail. 
To predictively monitor �3 , we require a model of the two components. This model does 
not exist explicitly but it can be derived using the �⟨Ψ,A⟩ and � functions. Next, we instanti-
ate the multi-model predictive monitor (Definition 7) as: Mon

�3,⟨Ψ,A⟩ = Mon
�3,�(�⟨Ψ,A⟩(�3))

 ; 
where we extract the context from �3 , which is �⟨Ψ,A⟩(�3) = {�wheels,�agent} , and we create 
the resulting parallel combination automaton �c = �wheels||�agent . Intuitively, �c corre-
sponds to the decision-making model �agent , where states s3, s5, s8, s10, s13, s15, s17, s19 are 
expanded into �wheels ’s states for each specific action. Since the two models share the 
majority of events, �c does not offer a high level of parallelism. The Agent, after instructing 
the Wheels to execute an action, waits for the corresponding outcome (success or failure).

Step 5(b): Instantiating composition monitors. As shown in Fig. 3, the composition of 
automata may suffer from state space explosion. It is thus preferable to have, when pos-
sible, a more compositional approach, where we may use the models without having to 
combine them.

Recall Definition 9, which shows how we can define the predictive monitor for �3 as the 
composition of the two predictive monitors for �1 and �2 . Since �1 and �2 each only refer 
to a single model then the corresponding predictive monitors do not require the combina-
tion of models. This brings us to the following instantiation:

CoMon�3
(�) = Mon

�1,�wheels
(�Wheels(�))◦

∧Mon
�2,�agent

(�Agent(�))

5.3  Discussion

Table 2 contains potential outcomes for each of the monitor functions instantiated in this 
section. From left to right, the columns contain the prefix of an observed trace, � , the non-
predictive LTL monitors for �1 and �2 , the predictive monitors for �1 and �2 using �wheels 
and �agent for prediction respectively, the centralised multi-model monitor for �3 and 
finally, the composition monitor for �3 . The rows capture how the monitors behave accord-
ing to the respective prefix evolution, first when the trace is empty, � , then when it contains 
only the ready event, and finally when it also contains forward . We can see how 
Mon

�1,�wheels
 concludes the violation of its non-predictive counterpart; such anticipation is 

obtained thanks to �wheels , which informs the monitor that there is no continuation after 

Table 2  The outcomes of the various monitors for an example trace

Trace Non-Predictive Predictive Centralised Compositional

� Mon�
1

Mon�
2

Mon
�
1
,�wheels

Mon
�
2
,�agent

Mon
�
3
,⟨Ψ,A⟩ CoMon�

3

� ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ?⊤ ◦∧ ?⊤

ready ?⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ?⊤ ◦∧ ?⊥

ready ∙ forward ?⊥ ?⊤ ⊥ ?⊤ ?⊥ ⊥ ◦∧ ?⊤
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forward where �1 can be satisfied, because after �wheels consumes forward , there is no way 
to observe set_turning_rad_1 without stopping the wheels first (Fig.  7). This conclusive 
outcome is not obtained inside the centralised multi-model monitor, where we use the 
global model of the system, since �3 requires the combination of both �wheels and �agent due 
to it having events belonging to both components.

More specifically, the centralised monitor cannot conclude a final outcome because 
there exists a continuation after forward that satisfies �1 . Such a trace corresponds to the 
execution of the Agent, while the Wheels component remains idle. This is obtained under 
the assumption of an absence of fairness in the system, which means that a component 
can be indefinitely delayed. In such case, the resulting infinite trace belonging to the �agent 
model trivially satisfies �1 . Note that, Definition 6 does not require fairness in general, but, 
if needed, such a requirement can be added. Finally, following its definition, we obtain the 
conclusive outcome with the composition monitor, since according to Table 1 the result of 
such aggregation is ⊥.

6  Evaluation

To evaluate our solution, we have developed a prototype which implements all of the engi-
neering steps presented in Sect. 3, as well as the single- and multi-model predictive runt-
ime monitors (see Sect. 4).

6.1  Implementation

Figure  9 presents and an overview of our prototype tool6, which implements the entire 
engineering process presented in this paper. The tool provides a proof of concept by apply-
ing our approach to LTL properties and Büchi automata. However, the theory presented in 

Multi-Model
RV tool

. . .

trace

System

models
(HOA)

flag: –centralised, or, –composition

verdict

{�, ⊥, ?�, ?⊥, ?}

generates

specified by

Fig. 9  Overview of the implemented tool

6 Prototype: github.com/AngeloFerrando/MultiModelPredictiveRuntimeVerifica-
tion
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this paper is general and the resulting engineering process can be ported to other formal-
isms for both properties and models.

Our tool is implemented in Python, and uses the Spot library7 [15], which is a C++14 
library for LTL, �-automata manipulation and model checking. Thanks to this library, a 
predictive monitor (see Definition 2) is relatively straightforward to implement. As shown 
in [39], it is enough to transform an LTL property (or its negation) given as input into an 
equivalent Büchi automaton, and then to compute the product of the latter with the model 
of the system. Both LTL properties and Büchi automata are supported natively by Spot. 
Specifically, Spot expects a Hanoi Omega-Automata (HOA)8 file, one of the most widely 
used formats for representing automata-like structures, which makes our tool highly reus-
able. If an alternative to Spot is needed, then any of the algorithms presented in [12, 13, 18, 
35] can be used.

In our tool, the transformation to a Büchi automaton and its product are completely 
handled by Spot, which uses state of the art algorithms. Moreover, thanks to the Python 
bindings to C++, the performance is not compromised, since the most time-demanding 
computations are directly executed on the machine (not interpreted by Python). Once 
the product is obtained, a predictive monitor can be implemented directly by checking if 
the language recognised by the product is empty (or not). If the product of the property 
with the model does not recognise any trace (its language is empty), then it means that 
there are no continuations which belong to the model and satisfy the property. Thus, we 
can conclude that the property has been violated (the second case of Definition 2 holds).

Symmetrically, the same reasoning can be followed with the negation of the prop-
erty; if the product of the negation of the property with the model recognises the empty 
language, then it means we cannot find any continuation which belongs to the model 
and violates the property. Thus, we can conclude the property is satisfied (the first case 
of Definition  2 holds). If both the products recognise at least one trace (i.e., are not 
empty), it means we have at least one continuation which belongs to the model that sat-
isfies (resp., violates) the property, and we find ourselves in an inconclusive case ( ? ). To 
discretise ? into ?⊤ or ?⊥ , it is enough to consider whether the current observed prefix is 
accepted (resp., not accepted) by the Finite-State Machine (FSM) generated considering 
LTL with a finite semantics (fLTL [29]). Exactly as it has been done with RVLTL [6], 
which corresponds to the implementation of a standard 4-valued monitor (see Defini-
tion 1) for LTL properties.

The remaining engineering steps have been implemented directly in Python. Specifi-
cally, the contextualisation (see Definition 4), the projection (see Definition 5), and the 
combination (see Definition 6) functions have been implemented as Python functions. 
The first two are a trivial porting of the corresponding definitions. In fact, the contextu-
alise function simply looks for the events used in an LTL property, and returns the set 
of models that contain at least one such event (i.e. the models of interest for predicting 
the events considered in the property). The projection function is simply a filter, which 
given a trace of events and a model as input, returns the trace deprived of the events 
not belonging to the model. The combination function is less trivial, but as we showed 
in Fig. 3, it can be obtained by interleaving the automata. In particular, this has been 
obtained by extending the notion of a product in Spot, where instead of considering only 

7 Spot Library: https:// spot. lrde. epita. fr/
8 http:// adl. github. io/ hoaf/

https://spot.lrde.epita.fr/
http://adl.github.io/hoaf/
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the events belonging to the intersection of the automata (as the product does), all transi-
tions are considered (and combined).

By applying the engineering steps from Sect.  3, we implemented the multi-model 
predictive monitor. Specifically, this has been achieved by creating a Python class that 
handles both Definition 7 and 9. In fact, depending on the user’s choice (via command 
line arguments), the resulting monitor is constructed following one of these two defini-
tions. If the user wants to apply centralised (i.e., single-model) predictive runtime verifi-
cation, then the Python object will first combine all of the models given as input (using 
the combination function), and will then create a predictive monitor.

Algorithm  1 reports, in pseudo-code, the implementation of Definition  7. Most of 
the instructions in this algorithm correspond to notions presented previously in this sec-
tion. On lines 1 and 2, the LTL property � and its negation ¬� are transformed into 
Büchi Automata (using the Spot library). Then, since we are in a multi-model scenario, 
we need to contextualise the property � w.r.t. its models. This is achieved on line 3, by 
applying the contextualise function (as presented in Definition 4). Then, the resulting 
extracted models are combined on line 4 using the combination function (as presented 
in Definition 6). The resulting Büchi Automaton denotes the over-approximation of the 
system. This step is, again, achieved using the Spot library. After that, we loop over the 
trace of events.
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For each iteration of the loop (starting on line 5), the head of the trace ( ev ) is removed 
and used to update the Büchi Automata. This update is performed by using the transition 
functions. Starting from the current initial state, the transition that expects the ev is con-
sumed, and the state reached through such transition is assigned as the new initial state. 
This is done for all automata, and it is necessary to keep track of the current trace � that 
has been analysed. Since the loop considers only one event per iteration, the automata need 
to be updated to remember which events have already been observed. Without this update 
phase, the automata would always consider the current ev as the initial event of � . By mov-
ing inside the automata and keeping track of which events have already been observed, we 
can incrementally check � over the automata.

Once this update phase is completed, as we mentioned earlier in the section, it is suf-
ficient to calculate the product of the automata. If the product of the Büchi Automaton 
B� with the Büchi Automaton B� is empty (line 13), then, it means no future continua-
tion belonging to � satisfies � . Thus, we can return ⊥ (i.e., violation). Correspondingly, 
if the product with the Büchi Automaton B¬� is empty, then, it means no continuation 
belonging to the model violates � . Thus, we can return ⊤ (i.e., satisfaction). Otherwise, 
the loop continues with the following event in the trace � , until the trace is empty. If 
that happens, then the only thing left to check is if the current trace � at least satisfies 
the property � considering a finite semantics. If that is the case, then we can conclude 
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?⊤ ; since the trace is currently satisfying the property. Otherwise, we conclude ?⊥ ; since 
the trace is currently violating the property. This last step is obtained by generating a 
FSM for LTL considering its finite semantics (as presented in [29]).

Otherwise, if the user wants to apply compositional (i.e., multi-model) predictive 
runtime verification, then the Python object will decompose the property (case 1 in Def-
inition 9) until it encounters a non-composed property; when this happens, the object 
combines the contextualised models and creates the resulting predictive monitor (case 
2 in Definition 9). Since this has been implemented recursively, the links amongst the 
different generated monitors are then easily created. These links are used to propagate 
the partial outcomes of the different monitors (as shown in Fig. 4) and are encapsulated 
inside the Python object (whose pseudo-code is reported in Algorithm 2).

Fig. 10  Time required for synthesising monitors. This chart plots the relationship between time required 
(y-axis) and property length (x-axis) for each of the three kinds of monitor synthesis. It shows that the time 
taken for non-predictive and centralised monitors (blue and orange) grows exponentially as the size of the 
property (i.e. its number of operators) increases. Instead, the time taken for composition monitor (green) 
remains fairly constant as property length increases. Also, non-predictive was faster than centralised. (Color 
figure online)
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Algorithm 2 is a straightforward implementation of Definition 9, that takes the LTL 
property to verify � , the multi-model denoting the system ⟨Ψ,A⟩ , and the trace gener-
ated by the system execution to analyse � . It returns the Boolean verdict according to 
Definition 9. It starts by checking whether the LTL property � is compositional (line 1). 
Recall that a binary operator ⋄ is compositional if, and only if, it is commutative (i.e., 
⋄ ∈ ⋄c ). If the property � is compositional, then the algorithm proceeds by first extract-
ing the components referred to by the two sub-properties �i and �j of � (resp., Ci

s
 and 

C
j
s in lines 2-3). This is obtained by retrieving models belonging to the context of � , 

and applying A−1 to obtain the corresponding components. Intuitively, in line 2 (resp., 
3), we extract the set of components Ci

s
 (resp., Cj

s ) which generate events considered by 
property �i (resp., �j).

Fig. 11  Time required for performing runtime verification with the monitors synthesised in Fig  10. This 
chart plots the relationship between time required (y-axis) and trace length (x-axis) for each of the three 
kinds of monitor. It shows that the time taken for the three monitors is linear with respect to the trace 
length. Also, non-predictive was faster than the two predictive ones, and the execution time of the composi-
tion and centralised approaches is similar
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After the components of interest have been extracted, the algorithm recursively calls 
itself on the two sub-properties (lines 4-5). This recursive call is performed on the pro-
jection of � over the selected components of interest, which is obtained using the project 
function introduced in Definition 5.

Once the verdicts for the two sub-properties are returned, the algorithm concludes with 
their combination using ◦ ; which is the operator corresponding to ⋄ , in the composition set-
ting. Otherwise, if Algorithm 2 reaches a leaf (w.r.t. the structure of the property), meaning 
� cannot be decomposed any further, the algorithm concludes by calling Algorithm 1 (line 
8). In this way, the algorithm decomposes the verification as far as possible, and when it 
cannot decompose any more, it performs the multi-model verification.

In both the single- and multi-model scenarios, our prototype tool generates a predictive 
monitor; be it single or compound. The monitor is then used to verify a trace given as input 
(as a file). Further implementation details can be found in our GitHub repository6 , along 
with a short example of use. In the next section, we report the results of the experiments 
that we obtained by applying our tool to our running example (see Sect. 5).

6.2  Experiments

In our experiments, we focus on two aspects: the monitor synthesis time, and the runtime 
verification execution time. The first aspect is concerned with how long it takes to syn-
thesise a monitor, given an LTL property and some models as input. The second aspect 
instead focusses on how long it takes to verify a given trace using a previously synthesised 
monitor. For both cases, we consider standard (non-predictive), centralised (single-model), 
and compositional (multi-model) monitors.

In Fig. 10, we report the time required to synthesise the monitors for the Mars Curiosity 
example with respect to a given input property. As expected, the monitor synthesis time 
is influenced by the length of the property. The standard explicit algorithm to synthesise 
a Büchi Automaton from an LTL property is double exponential w.r.t. the length of the 
property [36]. In our implementation we follow the monitor construction in [8], so we need 
to translate LTL properties into their equivalent Büchi Automata (as we show in Sect. 6.1, 
specifically, lines 1-2 in Algorithm 1). Naturally, on the fly algorithms to improve the LTL 
translation can be used, but this is left for future developments.

In Fig. 10, the exponential nature of the techniques can be seen. Specifically, both the 
non-predictive and the centralised approaches behave exponentially w.r.t. the length of the 
property. In our experiments, the length of the property was changed by by adding conjunc-
tions or disjunctions with new LTL properties. For instance, if the property was � = ◻p , of 
length 1, we could generate a new LTL property �� = � ∧ ♢q , of length 2.

Another important result to note in Fig.  10 is the synthesis time for the composition 
monitor. Unlike the previous two monitors, it does not grow exponentially w.r.t. the length 
of the property. Instead, it remains constant. This depends on the decomposition of the 
property carried out by the composition monitor. According to Definition 9, the composi-
tion monitor splits the property and it is recursively defined in terms of its sub-properties 
(w.r.t. compositional operators). Because of this, when we synthesise a composition moni-
tor from the generated properties, we actually push the automaton translation to only the 
leaves (i.e. the operands). Thus, even though the property length grows, the translation is 
always performed on smaller properties. Considering the previous example, in the case 
of non-predictive and centralised monitors, the automaton is synthesised using the entire 
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property ◻p ∧ ♢q (of length 2), while in the case of composition monitor, two automata 
are synthesised, one for ◻p and another for ♢q (both of length 1). Naturally, if the proper-
ties could not be decomposed (i.e., the main operator is not compositional), then the per-
formance of the composition monitor would be exponential, like the centralised monitor.

Figure 11 shows the time required to verify at runtime a trace of a certain length, by 
using the monitors synthesised in the previous step. For both non-predictive and predictive 
monitors we observe linear behaviour. As the length of the trace increases, we find a pro-
portional increment in the time required to verify the traces. However, even though linear, 
the slope of the times for predictive monitoring is steeper than for non-predictive monitor-
ing. Nonetheless, the total amount of time for verifying a trace of ∼50k events is less than 
∼ 20 seconds.

In the case of the predictive monitors, we observe different execution times. The com-
position monitor, performs better than its centralised counterpart. This is because the mod-
els used by the centralised monitor become larger (because of the composition of the mod-
els of the components) than the models used by the composition monitor. The composition 
monitor performs better because of these small models.

Another important aspect to keep in mind is that the results reported in Fig. 11 concern 
a complete analysis of the traces. This means that in all three monitors, all the events in 
the traces have been analysed. This was enforced by checking properties that could not be 
determined, neither positively nor negatively, at runtime (i.e., the verdict was always ? ). We 
decided to apply our approach to such worst case scenarios to show how the implementa-
tion actually behaves w.r.t. the trace length. However, in a less stressed scenario, it would 
be possible for the predictive monitors to conclude the verdict in advance, and to perform 
much better.

In general, the prototype allows us to show the feasibility of our approach, and its effi-
cacy. We do not lose linearity in the predictive case, and the amount of time required to 
verify our robotic case study is very promising.

7  Related work

As far as we know, our work is the first to tackle the problem of PRV applied to non-mon-
olithic systems. Specifically, it is the first work to re-engineer the standard PRV process, 
which uses only a single model to predict events; into a multi-model PRV process, where 
multiple models are used to predict events. In this section, we report in this area.

A survey [22] on RV for distributed and decentralised systems identifies several archi-
tectures for monitoring concurrent systems. The survey, defines a decentralised system as 
synchronous and controlled by a global (shared) clock, while a distributed system is asyn-
chronous and has no shared clock.

The approach in [17] allows both the monitors and the specified properties to be decen-
tralised. This approach facilitates the monitoring of separate specifications for individual 
components of the SUA but, crucially, does not tackle the predictive element of the work 
presented here.

In [26], the authors use Signal Temporal Logic (STL) with a semantics that enables 
monitored behaviour to be compared with its specification, with deviations quantified in 
both space and time. This comparison provides a measure of how robust a system is, with 
respect to its specification, instead of merely indicating if it satisfies or violates the speci-
fication. This provides a finer-grained measure of how far the system is from obeying its 
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specification. Their approach calculates the deviation “between a signal and a set of sig-
nals, defined by the specification” (in STL); whereas our work operates on multiple traces, 
each from different components of a system. Deshmukh et al. [14] use a similar approach 
(but with a different measure of distance between system and specification) to check the 
conformance of Simulink diagrams to a given specification. This, again, takes a single sys-
tem model, whereas our work caters to multiple models. Both of these approaches are also 
more closely coupled with a particular formalism than our work, whereas we present for-
malism-agnostic approach and use LTL as an example instantiation.

Qin and Deshmukh [34] use statistical time-series analysis to predict future satisfaction of 
an STL property, based on the existing time-series data gathered from the monitored system. 
This is similar in intent to our work; both approaches attempt to side-step the problem that 
online monitoring only evaluates events as they happen. Our work requires models of (parts 
of) the system, whereas theirs constructs a model from observed traces. In both our work and 
theirs, it is assumed that the system correctly implements the model; but [34] assumes that 
enough of the trace has been observed to construct a model of the system. The downside of 
their assumption is that if some events have not been observed yet (events that are crucial to 
the prediction of the property’s satisfaction) the model will be incomplete and thus the predic-
tion will be further away from reality.

Some RV approaches have been developed specifically for particular robotic software sys-
tems: for example, RV-BIP [19] for the Behaviour Interaction Priority (BIP) framework; and 
ROSRV [25] and ROSMonitoring [20] for the Robot Operating System (ROS) middleware. 
Other approaches are designed to complement the development process for robotic systems. 
For example, [21], which uses RV to highlight when environmental assumptions used in pre-
vious formal verification for an autonomous robotic system is invalidated by real environmen-
tal interactions.

In [37], the authors propose a predictive runtime monitoring approach for linear systems 
with stochastic disturbance. Their approach is based on the construction of a data-driven linear 
model of the SUA. In [4], the authors present Adaptive RV, which uses multiple monitors but 
a single probabilistic model of the SUA to perform PRV. The probability of property viola-
tion is calculated and used to control the framework’s overheads. In principle, their technique 
should be applicable to multiple models; however, their framework would need to be altered 
to accommodate this change. A similar approach is presented in [3], where the model is rep-
resented as an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to extend the partially observable paths of the 
system. All of the previously mentioned works, along with the ones which inspired our work 
[31, 39], are based on a single-model representation of the SUA; consequently, they are suit-
able candidates to be engineered using our approach for use with non-monolithic systems.

In order to side-step the problem of creating a model of the SUA the work in [38] gener-
ates a call-flow graph for the SUA and uses it to do “speculative execution” to predict the 
satisfaction or violation of the property. It is claimed that this approach is easier and more 
consistent than modelling the system by hand. However, call-flow graphs do not provide 
the same rigour as our approach, which formalises the model of the SUA.

The work in [33] introduces the notion of temporal testers (of properties expressed in 
LTL, Property Specification Language (PSL) and Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) 
, for example) and show how to combine them compositionally. Even though in principle 
our contribution and theirs are similar, we accept properties expressed in any formalism 
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that meets our requirements (not just temporal logic properties). We also consider how the 
system models affect the compositional verification. Nonetheless, it could be useful to ana-
lyse the relation between our compositional monitors and the temporal testers in [33] when 
our contribution is instantiated in for temporal properties.

Colombo and Falcone [11] present a choreographed approach for the decentralised verifi-
cation of LTL properties. Like we do, they also assume the presence of a global clock to sup-
port communication amongst the different monitors. However, they focus explicitly on LTL, 
and do not consider any form of prediction. It might be possible to extend our approach, tak-
ing into account some of the ideas in [11], specifically when our approach is instantiated in 
temporal logic. This could provide a more decentralised and choreography-oriented approach, 
which may improve both the performance and distribution of the composition of properties.

8  Conclusions and future work

This paper investigated the research question: How can we apply a predictive monitor 
when the SUA is composed of multiple components, and each component is described 
by its own model? In answer to this, we described the application of predictive RV to 
modular systems, where instead of a single model to foresee future events, we have a set 
of models. We also presented the engineering steps that are necessary to bridge the gap 
between single- and multi-model predictive RV. This process resulted in two different 
approaches: (1) centralised multi-model monitoring, where we combine the models of 
the components into a global model, and we verify a property over these components; 
and (2) compositional multi-model monitoring, where we use composition monitors for 
each of the models and then compose these monitors in a bottom-up fashion, arriving at 
a root composition monitor.

The theory behind these two approaches remains formalism-agnostic in specifying 
both the monitored properties and the models; making them highly adaptable to existing 
monitor implementations. We also present the restrictions that a chosen formalism must 
satisfy. To demonstrate how the theory can be applied, we use an example of a simula-
tion of the Mars Curiosity rover to describe the engineering steps in practice. Finally, 
we close the gap with the theory by developing a tool in Python that implements all of 
the engineering steps that we present in this paper. Moreover, we show an overview of 
the tool and the results of the experiments that we obtain by applying it to verify the 
Mars Curiosity rover example.

Future work involves extending the current implementation to support additional for-
malisms. Since the theory behind our contribution is general, there is no reason for sup-
porting only a single formalism. Moreover, the extension to additional temporal formal-
isms, such as MTL [27], pLTL [29], STL [30], and so on, is natural. Indeed, they should 
be fairly straightforward to implement in the tool, and would bring more advantages to 
the approach. Other than extending the tool, we are also planning to apply our imple-
mentation to case studies with more complex and bigger models; in particular, where 
the decomposition of the monitors can help distributing the computational workload.

With respect to composition properties and their verification using composition set-
tings, an interesting aspect is the choice of a more optimistic or pessimistic semantics 
for the ◦ operators. In this paper, we have not focussed on the possible implications and 
reasons for choosing either option, since they are out of the scope of our contribution. In 
general, this choice could be guided by additional information about the system under 
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analysis. For instance, if the system guaranteed fair execution, this detail could be used 
to guide a more optimistic semantics, and vice versa. Naturally, this is only one possibil-
ity, and other system’s features could still be used to enhance the choice of more suit-
able semantics for the ◦ operators.
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